


 
 

 

Infinite Infill 
An Exercise in Constraints of  Collective Housing 

"Ich verlange von einer Stadt, in der ich leben soll, 
Asphalt, Straßenspülung, Haustorschlüssel, Luftheizung 
und Warmwasserleitung. Gemütlich bin ich selbst." 
Karl Kraus, 1911 

 

1. Point of departure 

This year’s task  is focused on low-cost housing, on affordable and innovative solutions to the 
basic need for a small-sized housing within a structural and infrastructural framework.  

The  project „Townhouses under the Municipal Roof“ (1943-44) by the great Slovenian 
architect Joze Plecnik will serve as a referential point of departure. Plecnik envisioned a 
large roof, supported by a modular grid of columns and equipped with utility 
connections. The roof is to be provided by the municipality. Users would, according to 
their own needs and capabilities, arrange their accommodation under the roof. It is an 
architectural framework that defines urban location in the urban fabric and prevents 
uncontrolled spontaneous growth. The citation by his contemporary, the Viennese writer 
Karl Kraus ("From a city in which I am supposed to live, I demand asphalt, street flushing, 
house keys, air heating and hot water. Cheerful I am already myself.") gives us a clear hint 
what the cultural and civic atmosphere in Vienna at the onset of the 20th century was. The 
socialists’ idea that the city and its communal politics should provide framework for housing 
development is fuelled by various arguments, such as: 

1. pre-defined and acceptable urban layout 
2. increased density and collectivity 
3. reduction of individual financing 
4. social inclusion and defined neighbourhood mix 
5. standardization of house services 
6. sanitation and maintenance of the city 
7. articulated public space 

 

  Joze Plecnik, Townhouses under the Municipal Roof, Ljubljana (SLO) 1943-44. 



 
 

The workshop is designed to challenge and seek creativity with ideas and concepts in 
architectural design of collective living spaces. It aims to promote alternative solutions to 
housing, coming up with affordable and sustainable units with limited size and budget - to 
meet urgent demands in housing market. The challenge is both multidisciplinary and 
multiscale - a minimal housing structure, capable of fulfilling the residents’ requirements of 
thrift and sustainability. The assignment gives an opportunity to think about social, cultural 
and environmental effects in sustainable design within a defined frame. Bearing in mind 
the constraints of the pre-designed „urban shelf“, participants are challenged to: 

- design the structure and household services 
- conceive a concept for a series of low-cost houses with expandable units or local 

materials, based on the limitations of the pre-conceived structure, but suitable to be 
inserted into the frame.   

 

Le Corbusier, Plan Obus, Algiers 1933. 

The Plan Obus for Algiers by Le Corbusier is another important example of the frame and 
infill. The ultimate expression of his “roadtown,” an elevated highway arching between 
suburban cities and containing fourteen residential levels beneath it. These levels were raw 
space that Le Corbusier believed would fill in “little by little” with homes for the working 
class that would accommodate as many as 180,000 people. His vision of this new Casbah took 
the layered domestic spaces of the medina and stacked them as if sweeping up a scattered 
deck of cards. Obus, which means shell, is often taken to refer to the spiralling form of the 
plan, but could also reference its infrastructural “shell,” within which homes would be 
constructed. The plan was a modernist megastructure to be laid directly over the Casbah, with 
its elevated highway and bridges allowing high-speed travel over the prohibitively narrow and 
complex streets below. If built, Plan Obus would have been one of the largest and most 
ambitious modernist projects ever — an inspiring sight of monument and beauty — and likely 
one of its greatest failures. Clearly disaster loomed in the project’s disregard for Algerian 
social and religious traditions, the segregation of the workers and the European communities, 
and of course the abrupt change in the spatial arrangement brought on by its brutal scale. 
What is most interesting about Plan Obus now is not imagining these problems, but 
contemplating the extreme disconnection between Le Corbusier’s solution for Algiers and the 
romantic harmony, sensuality and poetry of the exoticized other upon which he drew. Plan 
Obus was conceived as a collision of the idealized dwelling, mythic feminine and romantic 
landscape offset by modern technology in the service of colonial needs. Le Corbusier’s 
encounter with Algiers was turning point for his practice that shook his faith in the power of 
modern architecture to activate large-scale social reform. It also deepened his longing for a 
poetic primitivism, a desire to escape the industrial world that was quickly heading toward 
World War II. 



 
 

2. Method: an exercise in constraints 

Generally speaking, the exercise is about how to insert structures into a pre-conceived spatial 
grid. It is a predominantly an abstract architectural theme which can be interpreted with 
inspiration and beauty. Plecnik himself approach his theoretical project as a sort of formal 
essay. With the massive portico with its evenly spaced classical columns he was providing an 
aesthetically biased grid where users, according to their possibilities, would arbitrarily 
compose their units. With that notion of infrastructure he was portraying a sense of global 
order while opening the possibility for diversity and hybridization. Methodologically 
speaking, we link this idea of compositional manifesto with what Sol LeWitt pursued in his 
oeuvre “Serial Project, I (ABCD)”. Here he combines and recombines open and closed white 
enamelled aluminium shapes all laid out in a grid. His system of organization gives the viewer 
all the clues that he/she needs to unravels its logic. It seeks to give information, not to 
instruct.  

          
                       Sol LeWitt, Serial Project, I (ABCD), 1966, MOMA.         Lars von Trier, The Five Obstructions, 2003. 
 

In terms of working flow, the exercise will be inspired by the film “The Five obstructions” 
where the notoriously mischievous director Lars von Trier performs yet another cinematic 
experiment based on imposing certain constraints in the filmmaking process. He tries to 
outwit his mentor, director Jorgen Leth, forcing him to remake his classic 1967 short, "The 
Perfect Human," five different times, with a series of increasingly outlandish guidelines.  

His goal is to break down the abnormally stable Leth, teaching him a valuable life lesson in 
the process. In the first film, von Trier sends Leth to Cuba and sets his first seemingly 
insurmountable rule: make a film that consists of shots that are no longer than twelve frames 
at a time. Miraculously, Leth uses his forced limitations to create a beautiful work, which 
obviously irks von Trier. Next up, von Trier challenges Leth to return to Bombay —which he 
calls the "most wretched place on Earth"— in order to confront some demons from his past. 
Once again, the clever mentor rises to the challenge. Frustrated and sensing defeat, von Trier's 
next challenge is deceptively simple: Leth must remake his film with no limitations 
whatsoever. He travels to Brussels and succeeds once again. After a foray into animation, von 
Trier creates the final obstruction, a film in which von Trier admits defeat and pays tribute to 
his mentor. As in the film, new conditions will be delivered each day, and the task of the 
participants will be that of rapidly incorporating it to the ongoing design demonstrating their 
responsiveness and capacity of adaptation.  

 



 
 

3. The clichés 

As a critique of usual shortcomings on housing market, participants will be asked to tackle 
and rework the existing clichés, turning them into a new quality. There are 6 of them chosen 
for our elaboration: 

a. Shallow/thick plan 

Speculations on the housing market often result with extremely deep floor plans which 
demand a lot of skill to deal with. Depths of 20m are not rare at all, often worsened by an 
extreme thinness of less than 6m. There is also a number of historical plans with such 
measures. Participants will be asked to find and study such examples and derive ways how to 
organize them in an appropriate way, making sure there is enough view, light and ventilation. 
On the contrary, websites are brimming with extremely thin houses which are not wide 
enough for two functional zones, one behind the other. The advantages of having cross 
ventilation and unobstructed views are topped with an extreme facade length and thermal 
losses. Participants will be asked to study and improve such cases, to show that such extreme 
measurements are possible to implement.  

 

                 OAB Ferrater, Diputació housing, Barcelona 2010-19.  Kazuyo Sejima, Okurayama Apartments, Yokohama 2006-08. 

b. Reversible plan 

There is an on-going debate whether apartments have to be designed to offer transformations 
within the same perimeter. Reasons for that can be different: multi-generational transitions, 
patchwork household vs. traditional family layouts, etc. It was a hot topic in the seventies, 
somewhat taken aside today. However, there are some valuable contemporary examples to 
discover. Participants will be asked to apply the programmatic needs of today, (ie. coworking) 
and enable smooth transformations. 

 

Riegler/Riewe, Bahnhofstrasse Housing, Graz (A) 1994. 



 
 

c. Raumplan - uneven levels 

The recognition of architectural section as a major tool in spatial definition has certain limits 
in housing. Otherwise of an exceptional value in public buildings, in a rational domain of 
residences there are not so many examples that could be taken seriously. The legacy of 
Russian avant-garde, the modernism of the Smithsons and structuralist schemes (such as 
housing by Hertzberger) offer a reliable point of departure. The new Berlin architecture gives 
some usable clues for a contemporary use of this tool. 

                    

H. Hertzberger, Diagoon experimental housing, Delft (NL) 1967-70.         brandlhuber&kniess, Koelner Brett Housing, Koeln (D) 2000.  

 

d. Diversified access modes 

This aspect opens a vast field for experimentation. On one hand side, it offers rational 
solutions for cheap access to the dwelling, on the other – it enables rich spaces for social 
interaction. Participants will be asked to articulate an effective entrance directly form the 
street, from the gallery, from the garden, from the courtyard or from another building via 
bridge-like connections. An answer to the question of how many units can be successfully 
unified around a single staircase will be asked as well. 

 

Fink&Jocher, Sulzbach-Rosenberg Housing (D) 1993-95.    Baufroesche Kassel, Langhaus, Hannover (D) 1996. 



 
 

e. Elaborated transitions of public/private 

How many thresholds are to be crossed from the bedside to the street? Participants will be 
asked to find and study examples of complex transitions between the very private space of the 
bedroom to the more and more public environment. What are the means used to facilitate 
these spatial and emotional transitions?  

                           

njiric+njiric, Europan 3, Den Bosch Housing, (NL) 1993 

 

f. Irregular contours/limits.  

Sometimes we face the task to design a dwelling in a predefined contour. Reasons for this can 
be quite diversified – be it an existing structure that has to be converted into dwellings or a 
complicated geometry of envelope articulated in such way to meet urban requirements.  

                                     

Anonymous examples 

 

 

 



 
 

4. Workflow 

Each day participants will be asked to develop the aforementioned aspects in a day-to day 
routine, according to the Schedule of Tasks (see below). Daily presentation of results includes 
production of the following documents: 

- ground-floor plan 1/100 
- typical floor plan 1/100 
- cross and longitudinal sections 1/100 
- elevations 1/100 
- axonometric view of two opposed sides 

This procedure will be repeated for 4 consecutive days (Monday-Thursday). Teaching is 
performed two times a day. Power Point Presentations of the accomplished assignments from 
the day before and new task explanation are in the morning (9.00-11.30), desk crits are in the 
afternoon (17-20). On Friday – desk crits are in the morning (9.00-11.30), final presentation 
in the afternoon (16-20). For the desk crits, all drawings are expected to be printed in scale on 
paper. 

In the final stage of urban plan, we also encourage creation of new living styles, not limited 
only to shelf-houses, but also can take the form of pavilions, follies, temporary structures or 
landscaped areas, that focus on different urban themes and raise awareness of sustainability.  

The participants' work will be evaluated and judged by the following criteria: 

- originality of layouts in response to given data 
- appropriate use of design principles 
- clear definition of positive transformative social, spatial and environmental impact of 

the project 
- response to the self-made context of The Shelf structure. A clear declaration of 

conditions that set the contextual parameters of the project through the identification 
of local challenges, construction and living culture 

Participants will work in groups of 3 persons prearranged by MCH management. However, 
each and every one is expected to demonstrate his/her own capacities and abilities to deal with 
the multiple tasks in a convincing manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

5. Schedule of Tasks 

Monday: 

1. examples and references (historical and contemporary, local and international) of: 
- the shelf-like structures 
- of frame and infill  

2. (infra)structural grid(s) (construction + services) - Shallow/thick plan 
3. envelope(s) / portions of households 

Tuesday: 

1. plans (according to normatives) - Shallow/thick plan 
2. section(s) - Raumplan - uneven levels 
3. communication typology – horizontal and vertical - Diversified access modes 

Wednesday: 

1. choice of urban site(s) in the local, native context – two different widths and lengths 
2. ground floor resilience - Elaborated transitions between public and private 
3. rework designated portion of the floor plans - With irregular contours/limits 

Thursday: 

1. flexibility /reversibility/growth of apartments (ground floor, upper floors and roof) - 
Reversible plan 

2. choice of materials (outer skin, cladding) – local and sustainable 
3. final elaboration of the 2 site plans - not limited only to shelf-houses, but can also 

include pavilions, follies, temporary structures or landscaped areas 




